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President’s Desk
Dear Friends,
At the outset kindly accept my warm good wishes for happy Diwali
& happy new year.
By now I am sure all the members would have settled down to
regular activity & Business as well as Pandemic related care like
wearing Masks, Social Distancing & Sanitisation.
During the newly carved out session of Chai per Charcha, I am delighted
to note that the Industry is limping back to normal, albeit with few exceptions.
The current concerns of the Industry is the steep hike in Kraft paper prices
which is still on rise as I write this message.
Friends, now under new normal circumstances, we have changed ourselves by
conducting online M.C. meetings, Educational courses & now holding AGM online
on 28th November ‘20 considering the Corona effect.
I hereby request all members & non-members to take advantage of our online
course & sessions which will help them update & keep connected.
Warm Regards,
Kirtikumar Gandhi , President

Western India Corrugated Box
Manufacturers’ Association
138, Mittal Indl. Estate no.3,
M. Vasanji Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai – 400 059.
Tel: +91 2850 0687 / 6716
Email: wicma@wicma.com
Web: www.wicma.com
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Editorial
Friends,
My sincere thanks to members who
have communicated their appreciation
for the usefulness of this Magazine.

We are now at the fag end of the year
2020 which has changed our lives & the
way we do Business.
Considering need of the hour, in this issue we have once
again included ‘Corrugating Beyond the Box’ & the
‘Formats’ column & hope it will live up to your
expectations.
Moreover, from this issue we are introducing a new
column : ‘Do It Yourself’ or D.I.Y. wherein we will include
products which can be made by us from excess / waste /
used boxes / sheets.
Kindly give us your views.
Sanat Thakkar - Editor

By Adele Peters

The company is
redesigning its
packaging to use less
material, and
employing AI to find
the smallest possible
package for each box.

E-TAILING

Inside Amazon’s Quest to use less Cardboard

Inside an Amazon warehouse, when an order gets ready to ship, a worker doesn’t just make a
decision about what package seems best. Instead, a suite of machine-learning tools analyze
the combination of items that are shipping and choose the size and type of packaging—or
whether a box is needed at all—as part of the company’s ongoing quest to shrink its giant
packaging footprint.
The company won’t share how much cardboard it uses in a year, though as the world’s largest
online retailer, the number is huge. One recent analyst estimate suggests that Amazon
shipped 415 million packages in the month of July, for example. But the company says that
over the last five years, it has managed to reduce the amount of packaging used per shipment
by roughly a third, eliminating 915,000 tons of packaging material, or the equivalent of 1.6
billion boxes that it would have otherwise used. In the last two years, its software has allowed
the company to avoid shipping more than 500,000 tons of waste.
In many cases, orders now come in
padded mailers rather than cardboard
boxes. This helps lower the carbon
footprint of the delivery, which drops
along with the size and weight of the
package. “We can reduce the
wastefulness of the packaging, and the
space it takes up on trucks, which
reduces our overall fuel to transport to
the customer,” says Kim Houchens,
Amazon’s director of customer
packaging experience. “And then, of
course, when it arrives on the
doorstep, we have less for the
customer to recycle or to waste.”.
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Bubble envelopes aren’t perfect: Amazon typically uses plastic
mailers that can’t be recycled in curb side bins, and which can
even cause problems in recycling centres if they’re put in the
system and jam up equipment.
“It’s actually a huge burden on *the recycling centers+,” says David Pinsky, plastics campaigner
for Greenpeace. Amazon notes that it’s possible to drop off the mailers at some stores for
recycling, and that it’s donating money to help improve recycling infrastructure. But it’s also
working on alternatives, including a new all-paper mailer now in use for some shipments.
Launched in 2019, the new mailer uses four layers of paper and a unique treatment with a
water-soluble glue. “When you heat it up, it actually puffs up and makes what looks to be like
Styrofoam,” Houchens says. (The appearance is a challenge, and the company is also working
with recycling centers to explain that it is, in fact, recyclable.)
AI tells warehouse workers—or,
in some cases, machines that are
packing orders automatically—
when a padded mailer can be
used instead of a box, pulling in
data from customer complaints
and returns to understand when
a particular product should have
had more packaging, or when it
was over packaged, as in a
shipment where a single small
item is inexplicably delivered in a
giant box.

E-TAILING

The sheer scale of the range of products that the retailer offers means that it isn’t feasible for
someone working in a warehouse to quickly choose a package for any particular order, or
even to have a database listing which package to use for any given product.
“It appears perhaps simple at first glance—that you could just let the packer make the right
decision, or that you could properly measure and keep a catalog of everything perfectly,”
Houchens says. “But Amazon’s ever-changing and vast catalog has hundreds of millions of
different products. If you then try to combine them in any combination of orders that a
customer can place, we’ve got near-infinite permutations of customer shipment options. This
is unlike most everyone else in the retail business. Even the largest e-commerce companies
don’t have the catalog that we have. And not only is it hundreds of millions of products
today, but it’s changing every day. We might have 35% new products between now and
Christmas to learn about.”
Algorithms can also judge how products can be packaged together—which items are flexible,
for example, and can be packed around items that are rigid. (This involves building in shortcuts,
because fully solving a problem like how to fit a five-item order together “would take greater
than the time we have here on Earth in order to calculate all those possibilities,” says Matthew
Bales, research science manager for Amazon’s customer packaging experience team.)
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In another bid to reduce packaging, the company offers Prime
customers the choice of “Amazon Day,” meaning multiple orders
will wait to ship and be delivered on a particular day of the week,
which lets them be combined into fewer packages.

E-TAILING

The algorithms also tell packers when a product can ship without an outer box, through the
company’s “frustration-free” packaging program, where manufacturers are prodded by
Amazon to develop packages that can ship alone. Tide laundry detergent, for example, now
ships in its own packaging, a wine-box-like container instead of a plastic jug. In Amazon’s
Packaging Lab, engineers work on problems like how to safely ship liquids with as little
packaging as possible.
The company expects that the amount of packaging it uses per order will continue to shrink.
Still, the challenge is immense. Data analytics company Fastmarkets says that shopping
online uses seven times more cardboard than shopping in a store. And as online shopping
continues to grow, Greenpeace’s Pinsky argues that retailers like Amazon will need to move
to new reusable packaging models like those pioneered by companies like Loop, both for
product packaging and the packaging used in shipping. “We need to eliminate this question
of single-use packaging,” he says, “whether plastic, cardboard, paper, whatever it is—and
embrace reuse.

Source: https://www.fastcompany.com/

Packaging Europe's audio on the move - a wide range of
programmes & highlights are available free as podcasts download.

Scan the QR Code to connect
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INNOVATIONS

Innovative Packaging Solution For Tomatoes
In the fruit and vegetable sector,
there are two permanent trends
with regard to customer wishes. On
the one hand, fruit and vegetables
should be produced & marketed as
regionally as possible. On the other
hand, more and more customers
expect vegetarian products to be
unpackaged. It does not always
make sense to completely dispense
with packaging in a feasible and
sustainable way.

For this reason, PENNY & BIOhof Kirchweidach have jointly developed an innovative packaging
solution for the Naturgut Bio Rispentomaten. The new packaging perfectly presents the highquality product "regional organic tomato
The packaging not only convinces with its valuable
and noble design, but also offers many advantages
in terms of functionality:
*Environmentally friendly and robust
*Excellent view of the product
*Reduced transport volume due to stackability
*A lot of product information
*Optimal protection of the product
*Very high impact and pressure resistance
*Cardboard - 100 % recyclable
*High-quality representation and presentation of the
product in the market
*Easy handling from production to the kitchen
*Longer shelf life due to ideal breathability and
avoidance of condensation

Numerous studies shows
that the organic
consumer has a strong
dislike for plastic
packaging
Source: https://www.freshplaza.com
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NEW NORMAL

eCommerce & Packaging in a Post-Covid World
Recent global events have had a significant impact on the eCommerce marketplace
and the providers that produce packages that support this market.
Today, there is more opportunity in package production than ever before. Capturing
that opportunity, however, requires the right resources.
In this article, we look at the trends driving growth in eCommerce & uncover how
inkjet technology is creating new package production opportunities when the
market demands them.
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NEW NORMAL

NEW NORMAL
Personalization in Action
Growth opportunities abound in today’s packaging market. But to capture their share of
this growing market, providers and brands will need to accelerate their business processes
and create personalized, engaging packaging to support their demands.

For many providers, that means making a move to digital package production or acquiring
additional digital package printing capabilities.

Notlikeyou Creates a Personal Experience
The company customizes premium shoe products like Chuck Taylors and Timberlands.
Customers begin by designing a pair of shoes unique to them – from personal images, famous
characters, and custom messaging to renowned artwork.

‘notlikeyou’ then hand paints the custom artwork onto the pair of shoes. The
customization extends to the shoebox, which also includes the image uploaded by the
customer. This customization creates an unboxing experience unique to the consumer &
reflects the brand’s values to the consumer. “Packaging is a very emotional thing,” said
Thorsten Göttsche, leader of business development and procurement for notlikeyou.
“People are individuals, & they want to be treated like that.”
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NEW NORMAL
Digital Inkjet Technology Drives Growth
To successfully move to inkjet, equipment manufacturers need the right printing technology
Source: https://www.memjet.com/
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BEYOND THE BOX

Cardboard Cutouts
Today, customized
Cardboard cutouts
made from photo
are perfect for every
occasion

Photo is used to create a life size cardboard cut out utilizing the latest digital printing & cutting
technology. They are perfect for birthday parties, anniversaries, graduations, corporate
promotions, & corporate advertising. Have a friend or family member that cannot attend an
upcoming event? Make a photo cut out of him / her & it will be like they are right there!
The realism of the life size standee is almost unbelievable. This unique way of bringing near &
dear ones’ closer can be capitalised in to commercial venture.
Source: https://www.cardboardcutoutstandees.com/
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In the recent
times of
Pandemic &
Festivals come
in large stack
of corrugated
boxes which
can be put to
use by
creating a
piece of
furniture.

DO IT YOURSELF

by Adrian Candela

... industrial designer Adrian
Candela turned old IKEA boxes
into new furniture.— HuffPost
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IT YOURSELF
DO
STUDY
CASE
Utilizing the strengths of
the corrugated
cardboard, the design is
comprised of only the
necessary parts, which
are either folded or
slotted, so it is assembled
without the need for any
form of adhesives.
The final
design is an extremely
lightweight & surprisingly
sturdy table. To take
advantage of these
characteristics, handles
were designed onto the
sides to allow the user to
easily move the table
around the house.
Source: https://adriancandela.com/nit
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Coronavirus & Cardboard Boxes | Visualized Science

Coronavirus survival on cardboard
COVID-19 particles can survive on cardboard, though not for as long as you think.
After 8 hours, approximately 15% of viral particles will remain on cardboard.
Most viral particles will have decayed at that point.

The full dataset for coronavirus on
cardboard suggests that
coronavirus exponentially decays
on cardboard. About a third of
coronavirus will be gone within 4
hours, and over 80% will be gone
after 8 hours. Coronavirus on
Cardboard vs Other Surfaces
12
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How they measured it
Scientists measured this
by placing a small
amount of COVID-19
viruses on cardboard.
They then swabbed the
surface and estimated
the number of viral
particles at each predefined time point.
Full COVID-19 Curve on
Cardboard

COVID-19 viruses live
nearly twice as long
on plastic surfaces,
compared to
cardboard. Half of
COVID-19 particles
on a cardboard box
decay every 3.5
hours, which is
approximately half as
long as the 7 hour
half life for plastic.

Source: https://www.clearvuehealth.com/
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Known famously as box Rivets, They’re simple plastic connectors that enable you
build almost anything from cardboard: You can build easily & quickly; cardboard

structures, Prototype projects, theatrical play sets, play houses, etc 2- 3
layers of single wall cardboard. Can bring new life to old cardboard boxes.

DESIGN IDEAS

CARDBOARD FASTENERS

Sources: Multiple sites on goggle
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Glue vs Staples

Andrew asks,
Glue joints vs. stitch joints. What are the benefits of each type of manufacturing joint &
which is stronger? Often I am told glue joints are stronger because glue penetrates and
bonds the liners. Are there any test results that support this?

The intended use and environment that the container is going to be used in are key factors in
selecting glue or staples for your manufacturer’s joint. For the majority of uses, glue is the
preferred method because it provides a higher strength in most cases. Glues also enhances
productivity because, in the case of a flexo folder-gluer, you can print, fold, glue and stack or
bundle in a single operation while stapling would require a second operation. In applications
where gluing is a second operation, it can typically be accomplished at production speeds far
greater than stapling.

So why use staples? Well, they still
have their purpose. Staples are often
preferable for containers that are
subject to high levels of moisture or
exposure to outdoor elements and
temperature change. These types of
containers are typically coated with
materials that repel water such as
wax and other weather resistant
coatings. Glue usually does a poor
job of bonding these types of
materials.
Both methods have their disadvantages too. As mentioned above, glued joints can be
more susceptible temperature and moisture changes and may not adhere well to some
printed or coated surfaces. Glued joints take a little longer to set, but since they are going
through a stacking to compression device that’s usually a non-issue.

Staples may have a few more disadvantages. They are typically not desirable for use with
food products and can complicate the recycling process. Staples can also scratch or damage
products inside of the container, though this is more likely in manual than automatic
operations. They can also create a bit more of a safety risk especially if they are not properly
installed. — Ralph
Source: https://askralph-aiccbox.org/
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CARDBOARD CUTOUT FANS
IN TAIWAN STADIUM
With sports events cancelled across
much of the world because of the
coronavirus pandemic, Taiwan, which
has so far kept the outbreak under
control, is pushing forward with the
rarest of spectacles:
a professional baseball season.
But as the first
batter stepped up to
the plate and the
pitcher took a deep
breath, the only
fans inside the
20,000-seat stadium
in the northern city
of Taoyuan were
cardboard cutouts
and plastic
mannequins.

But players & coaches say they miss the adrenaline rush that real crowds provide.
Source: https://www.nytimes.com/
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By Rahul Kumar

INDUSTRY NEWS

Government proactiveness has boosted Packaging Sector

Annamalai Venkat of FPTA began his presentation during the IPPTA webinar on 7
November by saying "the headwind turned out to be a tailwind for the packaging
industry. Mainly because the government of India permitted manufacturing of
essentials like pharma, food, key commodities. He said, starting from 25% of the preCovid levels in April; capacity utilisation has notched up 100%.
He reiterated that the government's proactiveness in permitting "the packaging units to
function to ensure essential goods reach out to
the common man in the most safe and hygienic
manner has boosted the packaging sector. &
the current levels have either equalled - and in
certain cases surpassed the pre-Covid off take."
This can be attributed this to the festival
season as well as pent up demand.
Some numbers about India's consumption in the packaging side:
- Kraft: 8 million tons
- Packaging board 3.5 million tons (This includes 2.5 million of recycled grades & 1.0 million
of virgin grades)
It is estimated that "kraft and recycled packaging boards are growing at about 7.5 to 9%
whereas virgin grades have seen a double digit growth in the last couple of years.“
The price of packaging boards, have been "quite steady in the recent past, except some
correction which has taken place in the virgin segment." However, he added, "Kraft prices
have been very volatile due to factors such as pent up demand, shortage of recycled fibres
etc. The packaging segment has not witnessed any major surge in imports due to
government policies, smaller moq's of Indian converters and also because of Indian industry
becoming competitive. The time is apt for the industry to "incubate and fund start-ups for
ideation and take it to a logical conclusion for improving the demand for paper in newer
avenues (for example, moisture resistant paper, without a plastic substrate). Also he said the
industry needs to work with the think tank of chemists and other research agencies for the
same purpose.

Khetan Corru Case Pvt. Ltd. has recently become India’s only corrugated facility to run on
80% solar power, using its captive rooftop solar plant.
This captive solar plant was planned since the conceptualization of the new corrugated
plant in 2016. The solar plant, which is in its final finishing stage
Source: https://www.printweek.in/
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WICMA ACTIVITIES

First Online Certificate Course in Corrugated Packaging November 2020 by WICMA R & D Centre
WICMA’s new online Certificate Course started from 2nd
November 2020, has received massive response. A
total of 67 participants registered for this online course.
Participants hail from all parts of India, & even abroad,
One participant each from Kuwait & Australia.
The course is spread over six weeks with sessions being
held every Monday and Thursday from 4 pm to 6 pm..
Last course session will be on 10th December 2020.
The course will be covering wide range of topics such
as: history & types of corrugated boxes, how boxes are
made, Paper properties, Board properties & correlation
between paper & board properties, Flute properties,
adhesives, testing of paper, board & boxes, type of
heating, & compression strength.

WICMA has started a virtual online interactive sessions
aptly named ‘Chai pe Charcha’.
Aiming to cover sessions on wide range of topics
concerning various aspects of corrugated packaging
industry, tax regulations, management strategies etc.
This initiative will give opportunity to our members to
share & obtain information on current developments
impacting our industry & economy, get experts opinion in
key areas, meet & interact with fellow members on a
regular basis on the online platform.

The 1st session was organised by our Nashik Division on Oct 2, 2020 where local
issues & problems & solutions were discussed.
The 2nd Session was organised by our Taxation Committee chaired & coordinated by Shri Ashish Gandhi, on the new TCS regulation u/s 206 C(1h) on 11th
October 2020. FCBM Taxation Committee Co-Chairman, Shri Bharath Kedia shed
light on the relevant provisions & the various instances in which this Tax is to be
collected from buyers. Several members had queries which were answered by
Shri Kedia.
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Shri Ramkumar Sunkara shared the proceedings of
the IPPTA webinar of 7/11/20 wherein COVID 19
effect on the paper industry were discussed. There
was view was that after the initial downturn,
majority of the kraft paper mills across regions were
now operating at close to full capacities. Processed
food / Pharma/ and alcoholic beverages and ecommerce offered the maximum business. In the
Western Region i.e. Gujarat and Maharashtra,
exports to China and Middle East had helped the
bottom lines of mills.

WICMA ACTIVITIES

The 3rd Session of Chai pe Charcha was held on the on 10th Nov
2020., it was moderated by Mr. Vincent Mathias, Vice Chairman,
WICMA R&D Centre. Shri Dilip Patel (Chairman, WICMA R&D), Shri
Ramkumar Sunkara (Vice Chairman, WICMA R&D), Shri Inder
Aurora (Director, Unisource Papers Pvt. Ltd) and Shri Rahul Gandhi
(Director, R. A. Kraft Paper Pvt. Ltd) were the panellists.

The packaging sector was doing well. New capacities that came in 2020 were doing well.
Paper mills had to address quality issues like odour and cracking issues.Industry was facing
challenges of steep price increase and demandsupply imbalance.
Shri Inder Aurora gave an overview of the changes in the imported waste paper markets
during the last 3 years. He shared information on the impact of the China’s ban on waste
paper imports and their strategy of investing in recycling units outside China and exporting
recycled pulp into China. Chinese capacities had increased, and they had also increased
exports. Availability of waste paper and shipping were becoming challenges for Indian
importers. There was more demand and less supply and thus paper prices were impacted.
Shri Rahul Gandhi explained about 10-15% of kraft paper produced in India were being
exported to China and Middle East. Majority of exports were by paper mills in Gujarat and
Maharashtra which represented about 20 to 25% of their production. The lockdown in
Europe had impacted the supply of fibre and mills had to look to local fibre.This resulted in
price increase in local fibre which impacted all the paper mills. In India, there was huge
demand of kraft paper for exports as well as local usebut acute shortage of fibre and resulted
in increase in paper prices. However increased participation in exports had resulted in
improvement in quality. New projects had invested to ensure substantial improvements in
quality parameters which had been longstanding demands by box makers.
Shri Dilip Patel gave an overview of the scenario from the perspective of the corrugators.
During the lockdown, corrugators with the help of paper mills were able to keep with
supplies to the essential goods manufacturers in spite of challenges faced. He felt that in
view of reduced demand for newsprint and related papers, mills may divert to kraft paper
production and improve supply positions. Corrugators supplying to the agri & textile sector
were facing problems because of reduced demand. However those supplying to pharma and
e-commerce were doing vey well.
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There’s nothing more frustrating than needing a tool that you know is somewhere
around, but not being able to find it quickly. More than being just a mere annoyance,
this time searching needlessly is time you could be spending being productive. Lost
time is one of the wastes of Lean, and this guide outlines exactly how to get
organized and stay organized.
By tidying up the space and implementing a tool organization strategy, workers can
easily find and put back tools as they work through the manufacturing process. ... A
significant amount of time and energy can be saved when tools and materials are kept in
the sequence used, or in places a worker can easily reach.

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

ORGANISING TOOLS & SPARES

Making sure your tools are properly stored, cleaned, and well maintained will save you time
and money as well as making your projects and jobs much easier. When it comes
to storing your tools you have to work with the space that you have.
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